Day Care and School in Copenhagen

To the parents of Non-Danish speaking children from 0 to 16 years old.

In Denmark, all children can go to kindergarten from 0 to 5 years old. At the age of 6, the child must go to school.

In order to go to kindergarten the child must have a Danish CPR-number and a registered address in Copenhagen. For schoolchildren, a registered address in Copenhagen is enough. Contact the International House to get a CPR-number and register your address.

For more information visit: www.international.kk.dk/children

This is how to enroll your child in school and kindergarten:

Contact the coordinator by mail: nik@buf.kk.dk – or call this phone number: (+45) 4020 2585

The coordinator will need to know your names, address, phone number and the language, in which the child is most fluent.

A coordinator will make sure, that you will get an invitation to a meeting concerning your child’s needs and the process of enrollment. You must bring your child to the meeting. The meeting will be held in the language, in which the child is most fluent.